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Abstract. The widespread use of smartphones and body-worn sensors
has made continuous and unobtrusive collection of personal data fea-
sible. This has led to the emergence of useful applications in diverse
areas such as medical behavioral studies, personal health-care and par-
ticipatory sensing. However, the nature of highly personal information
shared with these applications, together with the additional inferences
that could be possibly drawn using the same data leads to a variety of
privacy concerns. This paper proposes SensorSafe, an architecture for
managing personal sensory information in a privacy-preserving way. Our
architecture consists of multiple remote data stores and a broker so users
can retain the ownership of their data and management of multiple users
can be well supported. SensorSafe also provides a context-aware fine-
grained access control mechanism by which users can define their own
sharing rules based on various conditions including context and behav-
ioral status. We discuss our design of the SensorSafe architecture and
provide application examples to show how our system can support user
privacy.
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Management Architecture

1 Introduction

Mobile smartphones and body-worn sensors have enabled the continuous col-
lection of sensory information about individuals as they live their daily lives.
Current smartphones are typically equipped with GPS, WiFi, and accelerome-
ter which can provide location and activity information. Wearable sensors such
as BioHarness BT [7] include ECG, respiration, and skin temperature sensors. A
variety of inferences can be made by applying machine learning algorithms on the
collected data. For example, stress and smoking behaviors can be detected from
ECG and respiration data [31], current transportation mode can be determined
by using GPS and an accelerometer [33], and personal exposure to pollutants
can be measured by using location data together with a public pollutant map
[28]. Collection of such sensor data and inferences have other useful applications
in areas such as medical behavioral studies [31, 1], personal health-care [6, 22],
and location sharing social applications [36].



An important aspect of such applications is that they involve sharing of per-
sonal sensitive information, which raises significant concerns about an individ-
ual’s privacy. In behavioral studies, participants share their data with researchers
or doctors. Location sharing applications involve friends or family members. Per-
sonal health-care applications have coaches who give useful advice about the
user’s health [6]. Medical home-care systems can involve not only the patient’s
doctor but also the insurance company [22]. Sharing of personal data is inevitable
because it is essential for the application to work. While users want to share some
of their personal information to benefit from certain services, they do not want
to share information that they feel uncomfortable sharing.

Especially in medical behavioral studies involving multiple institutions [1],
Institutional Review Board (IRB) requires that data collected from human par-
ticipants should be hosted by the institution conducting the data collection [3].
Therefore, it is not possible to have a single centralized server to store data from
multiple institutions. Instead, each institutional server should store its own data
and interact with other institutional servers to share the data. A data manage-
ment framework should be able to support such kind of IRB regulations.

A recent user study on awareness about privacy implications of sensory infor-
mation [32] reports how users’ privacy concerns change with personal stake and
abstraction levels. In the study, users live their daily lives while wearable sensors
and smartphones collect information about exercise, places, conversation, com-
muting, and stress. In general, the better users understand their data and the
personal stakes associated with it, the higher are the concerns regarding its shar-
ing. Especially, certain types of information such as conversation, commuting,
and stress lead to more concerns than exercise and places. Privacy concerns also
increase as the data contains more specific information such as place, duration,
and timestamp. The fact that users have different levels of concerns depending
on the types of information shared and the levels of abstractions motivates the
need for a privacy-preserving data sharing framework.

Sharing sensory information poses a new challenge in protecting an indi-
vidual’s privacy. Traditional privacy research has focused on preventing de-
anonymization of published personal data. This research has been motivated by
several incidents such as de-anonymization attacks to Netflix data [29] and the
AOL search records [19]. Several privacy metrics [35, 25, 24] have been proposed,
and mechanisms to achieve certain privacy requirements have been devised [16].
While the traditional research protects an individual’s identity, sharing of sensory
information requires protection of an individual’s behavior. That is, users want to
have complete control over what kind of behavioral information is shared when
they provide their sensor data. In addition, identity is often essential informa-
tion in applications such as behavioral studies or health-care systems. Therefore,
protecting private behaviors in sensory information becomes an important issue.

In this paper, we propose SensorSafe, an architecture that enables sharing
of personal sensory information in a privacy-preserving way. Our architecture
provides users with the ability to control the amount of behavioral information
they want to share. This control is achieved by a context-aware, fine-grained



access control mechanism which provides numerous options to support various
privacy preferences of users. Moreover, the SensorSafe architecture stores sensor
data in multiple distributed servers such that users or institutions can have
the ownership of their own data. Because data are not stored in a centralized
server, managing data from number of users is a non-trivial problem. SensorSafe
supports multiple users with ditributed data storage by having a separate broker
server.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Related work is discussed in
Section 2 and important design considerations are presented in Section 3. In
Sections 4 and 5, we provide an overview and details of our architecture. We
discuss application examples in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Several privacy breaches have been published [29, 19, 30], and these incidents
have lead to research in protecting privacy of users when their information is
shared. In an effort to protect an individual’s identity in context of relational
data, several privacy metrics such as k-anonymity [35], l-diversity [25], and t-
closeness [24] have been proposed. Algorithms to achieve certain privacy require-
ments defined by the privacy metrics are also proposed. They include perturba-
tion, suppression, generalization, and so on [16]. These research efforts mainly
deal with protection against de-anonymization attacks on personal data sets. Al-
though the data sets do not contain explicit identifiers (e.g., name, social security
number), the de-anonymization attacks exploit quasi-identifiers (e.g., zip code,
age, gender) which cannot be removed due to utility of the data sets. While
these privacy metrics and algorithms are useful in context of relational data,
they cannot be directly applied to sensory information due to several reasons.
First, sensor data are often both sensitive and quasi-identifying so it is harder
to anonymize without degrading much of its utility. Second, sensory informa-
tion often need to be shared with identity (e.g., health-care application, medical
behavioral studies) [32].

In order to protect identity when sharing sensory information, many tech-
niques have been proposed. Several works try to preserve aggregated information
by modifying original sensor data. AnonySense [14] has a mix-network in their
architecture which anonymizes sensor data from multiple users. PoolView [17]
is an architecture with perturbation scheme which adds noise to original sen-
sor data but maintains a community average and distribution. Later, Ahmadi et
al. [8] proposed a data transformation scheme which preserved a regression model
of the original data. There are also several techniques for protecting identity that
can be inferred from location information. Hoh et al. [20] achieve k -anonymous
location updates using a temporal cloaking scheme. Krumm et al. [23] introduced
techniques such as deleting, rounding, and addition of noise for obfuscating home
location. Although these works protect privacy of identity, they do not deal with
privacy of behavioral information in sensor data.



In online social networks, several architectures provide users with control over
their own data. Caceres et al. [11] proposed Virtual Individual Servers that allows
users to retain ownership of their data and to determine what data is shared with
whom. PrPl [34] is a decentralized social networking infrastructure with personal
data storage called Personal Cloud Butler. Lockr [37] provides an access control
mechanism based on digitally signed social relationships. Persona [9] provides
an access control mechanism via attribute-based encryption with out-of-the-
band key exchange. These architectures provide access control that determines
who has access to what, but more fine-grained way of access control is needed
when sharing sensory information. Fine-grained access control is proposed in
Locaccino [36]. However, they lack access control based on a user’s context or
behavior which is important to protect privacy of behavioral information in
sensor data. Commercial software such as Microsoft Health Vault [5] or Google
Health [2] also provide sharing of personal data with privacy in mind. However,
they are designed for sharing Personal Health Records [38] rather than sensory
information.

Mun et al. proposed Personal Data Vault (PDV) [27], which is an individual
data storage with fine-grained access control mechanism, privacy rule recom-
mender, and trace audit. Our system enhances the fine-grained access control
by supporting privacy rules with context/behavior conditions and control for
levels of inferences. In addition, while PDV is a single personal data storage, our
architecture facilitates management of multiple individual data stores by having
a broker server.

3 Design Considerations

In this section, we discuss several important considerations that have guided us
to design SensorSafe. The key functionalities of SensorSafe are storing personal
sensory information of data contributors who are willing to provide their data and
sharing those data with data consumers who are interested in such information.
The following design considerations are essential for our system to be privacy-
preserving, practically usable, and effective.

Selective sharing: Even though data contributors are willing to share data,
they do not want to share all their data because some of the collected information
might disclose private and sensitive aspects of their lives. Therefore, our system
provides a mechanism for data contributors to share only what they want to
share. The key challenge is how a selective sharing mechanism can fully support
a data contributor’s various privacy preferences. SensorSafe achieves this goal
by providing numerous options such as context/behavior, consumer identity,
location, time, and levels of inferences.

Data ownership: Traditional data collection systems store the data in a
centralized server [13, 28, 26]. However, the central server is the single point of
failure because if the server is compromised, all the data contributors’ informa-
tion is at risk. Moreover, the IRB regulation mentioned in Section 1 requires
multiple institutional servers. The SensorSafe architecture is distributed so the



actual storage points can be data contributors’ personal computers or institu-
tional servers.

Managing multiple data contributors: Each contributor’s data is stored
at a different physical server, making the task of data management across con-
tributors a challenging one. Without architectural support, data consumers will
have to directly contact each data contributor’s server and manually manage
them. Especially in behavioral studies, researchers need to search for data con-
tributors with suitable privacy preferences because some contributors might not
share enough data for the study. In SensorSafe, we have a dedicated server for
managing multiple data contributors and searching for data contributors with
suitable privacy rules.

User controllable privacy: Studies have shown that users often have dif-
ficulty expressing and managing their own privacy policies [15]. Moreover, as
data collection at the contributors occurs as they live their daily lives, the pri-
vacy preferences tend to change over time. Thus, it is necessary to provide a
user-friendly interface that allows the data contributors to control their infor-
mation at all time. To achieve this, we have designed a web-based user interface
where the users can define and manage privacy rules. The user interface consists
of standard HTML UI components and Google Maps, which most Internet users
are already familiar with.

Data-store functionality: It is important for data-storage systems to be
general enough to support a variety of applications. Therefore, it should provide
enough functionality to support applications. First, a data retrieval mechanism
should not limit kinds of queries that applications can issue. Second, data storage
should be able to store various types of data that applications require. To achieve
this, SensorSafe provides expressive data query language and does not have
restrictions on the structure of data.

4 Architecture Overview

The overall system architecture is presented in Figure 1. SensorSafe consists of
remote data stores and a broker, which interact with data consumers and data
contributors. Data contributors carry smartphones and possibly wearable sensors
on their body. The smartphones upload collected sensor data to the data con-
tributors’ remote data stores. The data contributors create privacy rules on their
data store. When the data contributors are first registered on their data store,
they are automatically registered on the broker, too. Data consumers interact
with the broker to search for data contributors with suitable privacy rules. After
obtaining a list of the data contributors, data consumers directly communicate
with remote data stores to download pertinent data. In this process, access to
the data is controlled by the data contributors’ privacy rules. The broker is not
a performance bottleneck because sensor data are directly transferred from each
remote data store to data consumers.

Figure 2 illustrates the design of remote data stores and the broker. Every
interaction with both servers has to go through the user authentication layer to



Fig. 1. SensorSafe Architecture

(a) Remote Data Store (b) Broker

Fig. 2. Remote Data Store and Broker

limit access to registered users only. Both servers also have a web user interface
for user administrations. Data consumers access a contributor’s data through
query API provided by remote data stores. Every access is regulated by the
query/privacy processing module, which interacts with the underlying database.
Data contributors upload their sensor data through upload API, create/manage
their privacy preferences, and view their own data using the web-based interface.
Data consumers use the web interface provided by the broker to search and
manage data contributors. They can also access a contributor’s data through
the web user interface. A list of data contributors and their data store locations
can be obtained by API on the broker. The architectural details of SensorSafe
are discussed in the following sections.



5 SensorSafe Framework

The main functionalities of SensorSafe include remote data stores, the broker, a
context-aware fine-grained access control, data contributor management/searching,
and privacy rule-aware data collection. Each component of SensorSafe is dis-
cussed in detail as follows.

5.1 Remote Data Stores

Traditional sensor data collection systems [13, 28, 26] store users’ data in a cen-
tralized server. Although the centralized approach is simple and straightforward,
it has several disadvantages in terms of privacy. First, data is stored in the server,
which users may not trust. Second, when the centralized server is compromised,
every user’s data on the server is breached at the same time. Moreover, as men-
tioned in Section 1, the IRB regulation requires each institution stores its own
data so we need multiple institutional servers. By having remote data stores,
SensorSafe supports multiple institutional servers as well as personal data stor-
age that users can trust. The storage can be a personal computer in a user’s
house, or the institution that collects data can provide a virtual machine pool
of individual data stores and make each virtual machine accessible by its owner
only. This approach allows users to store data on their own server and reduces
the risk of server compromise. The advantages of virtual individual servers are
also discussed in [11, 34].

Context-aware Fine-grained Access Control Each remote data store pro-
vides an access control mechanism. Continuously collected sensor data contain
considerable amount of privacy-sensitive information about the data contrib-
utors themselves. Location and timestamp information can reveal presence in
sensitive places or even life patterns. Sensors such as accelerometers, ECGs, and
respiration sensors can tell a lot about contributors’ activities and physiological
status. Especially when sophisticated inferences are performed, more sensitive
information can be revealed such as stress, smoking, conversation [31], or trans-
portation modes [33]. Although data contributors voluntarily participate to share
their data, sharing too much information increases their privacy concerns. This
concern further increases when contributors understand what kinds of inferences
can be drawn from their sensor data [32]. Therefore, we need a mechanism which
enables contributors to share only what they want.

In order to support a variety of privacy preferences, our access control mech-
anism provides various conditions such as data consumer, location, time, sensor,
and context. Based on the conditions, contributors can specify actions such as
allow, deny, or modify the level of data abstraction. The context condition allows
contributors to define privacy rules such as “don’t share any data while I am
driving.” or “don’t share data while I am in conversation.” Using the conditions
and actions, data contributors define a set of rules which express their privacy
preferences and the remote data store enforces the rules. Table 1 summarizes
the conditions and actions of privacy rules.



Table 1. Various Options for Privacy Rules

(a) Conditions and Actions

Options Attributes

C
o
n
d
it

io
n
s

Data Consumer
User Name, Group Name,
Study Name

Location
Pre-defined Label,
Region Coordinates

Time Time Range, Repeated Time

Sensor
Sensor Channel Name
(e.g., Accelerometer, ECG)

Context

Available context from sensors
(e.g., Moving, Not Moving,
Still, Walk, Run, Bike, Drive,
Stress, Conversation, Smoke)

Actions Allow, Deny, Abstraction

(b) Example Abstraction Options

Context Options

Location
Coordinates, Street Address, Zipcode,
City, State, Country, Not Share

Time
Milliseconds, Hour, Day, Month, Year,
Not Share

Activity
Accelerometer Data,
Still/Walk/Run/Bike/Drive,
Move/Not Move, Not Share

Stress
ECG/Respiration Data,
Stressed/Not Stressed,
Not Share

Smoking
Respiration Data, Smoking/Not Smoking,
Not Share

Conversation
Microphone/Respiration Data,
Conversation/Not Conversation,
Not Share

Basic conditions: Using the data consumer condition, contributors can spec-
ify who will be affected by this privacy rule. It can be a unique user name of a
data consumer, or a group or study name which includes a set of data consumers.
Data contributors specify locations by defining a region on a map user interface.
Time condition is defined as a continuous time range (e.g., from Feb. 2011 to
Mar. 2011) or repeated time (e.g., 3-6pm on every Wednesday). Using the sensor
condition, contributors can select specific sensor channels in their privacy rules.

Context condition: Data contributors can also define their privacy rules us-
ing context information drawn from sensor data. For example, microphones and
respiration sensors can be used to infer whether a data contributor is in conversa-
tion or not. An accelerometer with GPS can provide transportation information
such as walking, running, biking, and driving. A data contributor might not feel



comfortable sharing sensor data while in conversation with someone or while
driving. In these cases, context conditions can be used to describe such privacy
rules.

Actions: Data contributors can either allow or deny access to sensor data
which satisfy the basic and context conditions. When allowed, raw sensor data
are shared with corresponding data consumers. In addition, contributors can
share more abstracted information instead of sharing raw sensor data. For ex-
ample, instead of sharing latitude and longitude coordinates, contributors can
abstract this information as zip code, city, or state names. With accelerometers,
contributors can choose to share only transportation modes (e.g., still, walk, run,
bike, drive) or just whether moving or not moving. Note that a sensor can be
used to infer multiple context information (e.g., a respiration sensor is used for
stress, conversation, and smoking). Therefore, if a contributor chooses not to
share such a sensor or a related context, the raw sensor data will not be shared
even though other relevant contexts are chosen to be shared in raw data form.
For example, if the smoking context is not shared, respiration sensor data will
not be shared even though stress and conversation are shared in raw data form.
This is because once respiration data are provided by stress or conversation,
smoking can be also inferred from the data. The privacy rule processing mod-
ule contains this sensor/context dependency information and performs access
control accordingly.

Privacy rules are created and edited using a web user interface shown in
Figure 3. The user interface consists of Google Maps, calendars, dialog boxes,
and common HTML UI components such as text boxes, check boxes and radio
buttons. Although a usability study of our user interface remains as future work,
we believe users will find it easy to create privacy rules because most Internet
users are familiar with our web user interface components. Once data contribu-
tors define their privacy rules using the web UI, they are stored as JSON objects
[4] on the remote data stores. Figure 4 shows an example privacy rule with its
corresponding JSON representation.

Data Storage Wave Segments: Another important aspect of a remote data
store is that it needs to handle large volumes of data generated by continuous
sensing. Storing the time series of sensor data as individual tuples is inefficient
both in terms of storage size and querying time. Therefore, in order to increase
scalability and computational efficiency, it is essential for a remote data store to
have a compact representation of data.

In a remote data store, a continuous stream of sensor data is divided into
many segments, called wave segments, an extension of an abstract data type
proposed in [18]. A wave segment is the smallest unit of data representation, and
each wave segment typically contains hundreds or thousands of data samples.
We further observe that sensors are typically sampled in uniform intervals, so
a wave segment stores timestamp information as a start time and a sampling
interval. A wave segment can also have an individual timestamp for each data



Fig. 3. Web User Interface for Privacy Rules

sample, which is necessary to represent sampling schemes such as adaptive [21],
compressive [12], and episodic.

Sequences of data samples from multiple sensor channels are typically stored
as Binary Large Objects (blob) in database systems. A wave segment also con-
sists of a sensor value blob and additional metadata describing the value blob.
The value blob is an array of tuples each containing values from multiple sensor
channels. The metadata includes a start time, a sampling interval, a location,
and a format of tuples in the value blob. For non-periodic sampling and mobile
sensors, time and location stamps are stored in the value blob as additional sen-
sor channels. Figure 5 shows an example of a wave segment represented in Java
Script Object Notation (JSON) [4].

Wave Segment Optimization: The number of wave segments directly affects
query performance because it is the number of records stored in a database.
Therefore, it is important for each wave segment to include a large enough num-
ber of samples. Because memory space is constrained at the sensors, a single data
packet from the sensors typically contains dozens or hundreds of samples. For
example, the Zephyr chest-band transmits 64 ECG samples in a single packet
[7]. If this packet is directly converted to a wave segment, there will be too many
wave segments in total decreasing the query performance. Therefore, remote data
stores perform a wave segment optimization by merging them as much as pos-



Fig. 4. Example of JSON Privacy Rule: “Share all data collected at UCLA with Bob
but do not share stress information while I am in conversation at UCLA on Weekdays
from 9am to 6pm.”

Fig. 5. Example of a Wave Segment in Java Script Object Notation

sible. If timestamps of two wave segments are consecutive, they can be merged
as long as they have the same location coordinates and data channels.

5.2 Broker

In scientific behavioral studies, data consumers (study coordinators such as re-
searchers or doctors) typically recruit many data contributors (study partici-
pants) [1, 31]. In participatory sensing [10], a data collection campaign also in-
volves many data contributors. In centralized systems, it is trivial to manage
those multiple data contributors because every data contributor is registered on
a single server. However, if storage for the data contributors are distributed and
there is no dedicated server to maintain the list of the data contributors, it is
not trivial to manage all the individual data stores.

Data Contributor Management Therefore, SensorSafe has a broker that
manages all the remote data stores so the data consumers can easily access
them. The broker stores every data contributor’s identity and the IP address of



the associated remote data store. Using the web user interface on the broker, the
data consumers can create a list of data contributors or search for suitable data
contributors. Data contributor searching is further discussed in the following
section. The broker also provides a convenient web user interface for accessing
contributors’ data. The web interface provides query options such as location,
time, and data channels so the data consumers can retrieve data in which they are
interested. Data consumer applications also can obtain a list of data contributors
and their IP addresses by using an API provided by the broker.

Data Contributor Searching From the data consumer’s point of view, a
data contributor’s privacy rules directly affect the utility of the sensor data.
Depending on the privacy rules, a contributor’s data could be partially useful
for data consumers or not useful at all. For example, suppose a data consumer
is interested in studying stress events and related physiological signals in work
environments. However, a data contributor participating in the study defines a
privacy rule saying he/she does not want to share stress-related data at work
place. In this case, these data are not useful to the data consumer. The data
consumer needs to find other contributors who share enough data for the data
consumer’s study.

In SensorSafe, the broker provides a web user interface for searching for data
contributors with suitable privacy rules so that data consumers can find contrib-
utors who share enough data for their study. The broker locally stores all privacy
rules of every user on remote data stores to search through them. Whenever data
contributors change their privacy rules, remote data stores automatically com-
municate with the broker to synchronize the privacy rules. Data consumers can
search for all conditions and actions of privacy rules such as location, time, sen-
sor, context, and abstraction. For example, finding data contributors who share
ECG and respiration sensor data at the location labeled “work” from 9am to
6pm on weekdays can be performed. After searching suitable data contributors,
data consumers can store the list of contributors to access their data.

5.3 Privacy Rule-Aware Data Collection

If a privacy rule says not to share data at a certain location, time, or context, it
is better not to collect such data in the first place because the data will not be
shared anyway. In order to enable this, smartphones carried by data contributors
download the owner’s privacy rules from the remote data stores and determine
whether to collect data based on the privacy rules. The decision can be made
on three conditions such as current location, time, and context. When there are
no data to be shared at the current location and time, sensors will be disabled.
In case of a context condition, sensor data are first temporarily collected on a
smartphone to infer current context. If there are no data to be shared in the
current context, the data will be discarded.

Although privacy rule-aware data collection provides a more secure way to
collect data, but one should not overlook cases in which a data contributor wants



to change privacy rules after collecting data. If a contributor wants to share data
that have not been collected at all, there is no way to recover them. Therefore,
we provide privacy rule-aware data collection as optional functionality, and data
contributors need to carefully decide whether or not to use this option.

5.4 Authentication

When data consumers and contributors access the broker and remote data stores
through APIs, they are authenticated by their unique API keys. An API key is
a random string generated by the SHA algorithm. Each user obtains a unique
API key when he/she is first registered to the servers. Users must keep their API
keys private because it acts as a username and a password. In order to secure the
API key during communications, it is included in the body of a HTTPS POST
request and the communication is secured with HTTPS. When a data consumer
first accesses a certain data contributor’s remote data store, he/she needs to
register to the remote data store and obtain an API key. Therefore, a data
consumer might have many API keys for multiple remote data stores. However,
the registration process is automatically handled by the broker and the list of
API keys are stored on the broker. Data consumer applications use the HTTP
API on the broker to obtain a list of data contributors with corresponding remote
data stores and API keys. Accesses to web user interfaces are authenticated by
a login system using a username and a password.

6 Application Examples

In this section, we show how SensorSafe can support sharing sensor data in
privacy-preserving way. Our example scenarios include two applications: a med-
ical behavioral study and a health-care application. In the behavioral study,
researchers want to analyze effects of various environmental factors on an in-
dividual’s stress level [31]. For this study, data contributors wear a chest band
equipped with an ECG and a respiration sensor. They also carry smartphones
which record acceleration, time, location, and voice on the microphone. They live
their normal life as the sensor data are collected automatically. On the smart-
phone, various contextual information such as stress, smoking, conversation, and
transportation modes are inferred using the sensors on the phone and the chest
band. The sensor data are annotated with the context information and uploaded
to remote data stores. In our health-care application scenario, data contributors
want to share their daily activities with personal coaches to get advice on exercise
and health habit [6].

A data contributor, say Alice, first decides to share all data with the re-
searchers. After logging into her remote data store, she defines a privacy rule
that allows the researchers to access all the data. She also thinks her health coach
only needs activity data so she defines a privacy rule that allows the health coach
to access accelerometer data only. After collecting data for one day, Alice reviews
her data using the web user interface on her data store. Alice finds out that she



is frequently stressed while driving. She feels uncomfortable with sharing this
information so she adds a privacy rule that denies access to stress data while
driving. She also feels uncomfortable sharing activity data while she is home so
she adds a privacy rule which denies accelerometer data collected at her home
location. She is certain that she is not going to change her mind about sharing
her data so she turns on privacy rule-aware data collection on her smartphone.
Whenever the smartphone detects she is driving, it stops collecting ECG and
respiration data which are related to stress inference. Whenever the smartphone
detects that current location is her home, it also stops collecting accelerometer
data.

A data consumer, say Bob, wants to obtain some data for his study. He
has recruited 20 data contributors including Alice. He first logs into the broker
server and adds the data contributors to his account. When he adds his data
contributors, the broker automatically registers Bob to the remote data stores
to obtain an API key. Bob is especially interested in people’s stress behavior
while they are driving. Because Bob knows that not every data contributor will
share their stress information while driving, he uses a data contributor searching
function on the broker. After searching for suitable data contributors, he obtains
a list of data contributors without Alice and saves the list in his account. Bob
reviews the contributors’ data using the web user interface provided on the
broker. Bob also uses his own data analyzing software. The software first obtains
the list of data contributors with access information for their remote data stores
from the broker. Then, the software downloads the contributors’ data using the
query API provided by each remote data store.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents SensorSafe, a framework that enables data contributors
to share their personal sensory information with data consumers in privacy-
preserving way. Using its context-aware fine-grained access control mechanism,
data contributors can define sharing rules with various conditions including cur-
rent context or behavior. To improve the usability of SensorSafe, we implemented
web-based user interfaces for defining privacy rules and reviewing a user’s data.
In addition, data contributors retain the ownership of their data by using re-
mote data stores. SensorSafe also supports applications involving data collection
from multiple contributors and institutions by having a separate broker server.
We provide application examples to show how SensorSafe can support user pri-
vacy and management of sensory information. In the future, user studies will be
conducted to evaluate and improve the usability of our system and also provide
understanding of how people share personal data with others. Moreover, in order
to improve security of the SensorSafe architecture, we will analyze our system
for various attack scenarios and implement appropriate security mechanisms.
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